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In this paper we obtain three continued fraction developments for the ratio of the basic bilateral

hypergeometric series ,\y, with some of its contiguous funciions. Funher, as special cases of these

identities we generate a number ofcontinued fraction developments including Euler continued fraction,

Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Srinivasa Ramanujan has made some significant contributions to the theory of

continued fraction expansions. The most beautiful and penetrating continued

fraction expansions of Ramanujan can be found in chapter l2 of his second

notebook [3] which is almost entirely devoted to the study of continued fraction

expansions. The various q-continued fraction identities found in 'lost' notebooks of

p.p.31-43
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Srinivasa Ramanujan [14] and his earlier notebooks [13] and their generalizations

have been established by various authors including L. J. Rogers [15], L' Catlitz

t8l, G. E. Andrews tll, M.D. Hirschhorn tl2l' S' Bhargava and Chandrashekar

Adiga [6], S. Bhargava, chandrashekar Adiga and D' D' Somashekara [7]' R' Y'

Denis [9] [10], Neera A. Bhagirathi t3l t5l' As usual for any complex number a

(a)- = (a;9)- = ,i, (1 - aq'), lqlcl

ard

(a)n: = (a;9),, - @- (aq,; g)- , n : any integer.

The basic bilateral hypergeomeuic series 2ty2 is defined by

,r, ["' .o 
' 
-'] 

= : && -, rq r. ,, l*l.l * t' 
'I'

In [4] N. A. Bhagirathi established the continued fraction identity

[a.b;xl,vzl I''"1",o I- d xdo. goYo x!. 
P,rYt

-tr bt;A=q* a(t-*)Bo/q+ d/q+ d(l-x)p1/q+ d/q+ "'
.vzl IL.,d J

where for i = 0, 1,2,3 ...

o1 = (1 - aq) (1 - bqi),

0i = (1 - aC) (l - (llbq )((d/q) - aq'X1{drbqi*1))

and

Yi = abxq2i+t-cdqi-l

by making use of the following fiansformation due to W' N' Bailey [2] :

€ (a), (b)". -'
3 (c)n(d)" A

(1.1)
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(r.2)

(1.3)

i
'Fa

_ (bx)- (c/b)-
- (xL (ct

_1xtso- A6+ Cs+

(d/a)- (cq/abx)-.
(dat (cd/abx)-

CI-(*).
Ox)n (dt (;)"

In I l] R. Y. Denis established the continued fraction identity

,r, [u' 
bq 

' 
*-l

L'q' a l
-,r:']

xDn xBr xDr
A1 +C1 +A2+...

where for i = 0, l, 2,3, ...

{ = (l-bqi) (cqzi+t - Orr,t{q2i) (bqi*r - d),

Bi = qi*r (l-aqi) (l-bqi) (b--cqi) / (l-+qzi+t; (l-cq2i) oqi*r- d),

C, = (l-aqi) (cq2i+z - d) / (1{q2i*r) (aqi+t - O,

ard

Dr = qi*r (l-bqi*t; (l-aqi) (a--cqi*r) / (l--cq2i*r) (1{q2i*2) (aqi*r-d).

The main purpose of this paper is to establish new continued fraction for the

ratios appearing in the left hand side of (1.1) and (1.3). Also we obtain a new

continued fraction for the ratio

In section 2 we obtain some functional relations for 2ty2. In section 3 we show

how these functional relations lead to our continued fraction identities. In section 4

we discuss the convergence of our main continued fraction identities. In section 5

we consider several interesting special cases.

[a,b;xl
,Vrl I

L.,d I

a, bq

c,d
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2. SONIE FUNCTIONAL RELATIONS SATISFIED BY 2Y2

Lemma. 2\r2 satisfies the following functional relations :

(:- ") [a, u; xl d . [uo, 
u; *l

ffi,*. 1:,, l-[,v,[:,. j

=%?*,[:,.,,,^] 
,

[a, b ; xl (d-a) [a/q,b;xal,*,L,. l-G5,r, 1.,0 j

=i1=p,_,H,'.r'^] 
,

tr#*, [ :' I {=#*, f'; :''.]

= off=fl *,[;,'.''^] 
,

*SS-*,[,:'-] + (q-x) zvz 
[;,'J 

'-"]

(cq_ax) *, [;,tt' I
Proof : (2.1) follows easily from the following simple identity :

S+ ot - dn (aq)n = -a(r -dq*r) (aqL-r.

(2.r)

(2.2)

(2.4)

I

L

(2.3)
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It is easy to see that

(a)" -83 (i). o" = (a),-r (r-dq*r).

From this (2.2) foilows. The functionai relation (2.3) follows from the following :

O - d) (a)" (bq)"-r - (a - d) (a).-r &q)n = (a),-r Od*r

Identity (2.4) follows immediateiy from (2.3) on using (1'2), then changing Y '"
A, b toB, bx to C, d to D and I to X ; and finally renaming A, B, C' D and X as

a, b, c, d and x resPectivelY.

Theorem 3.1.

(3.1)

35

:V: :l
*l

l

;xb

d

b

d

t"'
[c,

F
[c,

z\lz

where

Pn = x(cq*r - a) (d/q) -bq'-r),

ard

Q, = (dlq) + fi * q*t (bxq + c),

n= 1,2,3, ...

n= 1,2,3, ...

Proof : Setting b to bq, c to cq in(2.2) and multiplying the resulting equation by

(ax - cq) ; putting a to a/q, b to bq, c to cq in (2'1) and multiplying the resulting

equation by (xq - q) ; putting a to a/q, x to xq in (2'4) and muitiplying the

resulting equation by i(d - a)/(q - a)) ;multipty Q'$by (- 1) ; multiply (2'2)

{(1 - c) (bq - d) / (l - b)i now by adding all these equations we get'

t-^--*,* '".""-_*64f1-
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[a, bq; x/ql [a, bq ; xl
(t -(x/q)) ,*, 1.0,. I = ((d/q)-ux) zv2 

[ca, d j

* urbg=l)-{o=@ ,r, [u' 
oo'' ^-1 (3.2)' q(l - cq) ' l"qr,a l

Settingxtoxqin(3.2)andthenmultiplytheresultingequationby(-q);changex

to xq in (2.4) ; adding these two equations we get

*?gt- ,-, [,: 
' 
-l=((d/q)-c+ax-b*q)'*[;,'J '-'l

.oo#,*,h,.'.1
Replacing b by b/q, c by ciq and x by xq, the equation (3'2) can be written as

(3.3)

x(l-b)(c-a)
[a, b ; xo1

'*'1., . l(r-ct -_----\r - u./ 
[u, bq , ,ql

zVzl I

L'q' a I

(3.4)

Changing b to bq*r, c to cq*r in (3.3) we get,

v _ (l - cqn-r) ((d/q) - bqn-r)
rn - (l-bq"-t;

[a. u : *ll
rlU" I I- -1.'a l

[a.b:xlzvzl IL.'d J

(r - *)
= goiq;6**
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_ {((d/q) - b) (1 - (cibq))/l - b
- Go+

37

(3.s)

l, 2, 3, ... and on using

-EL
Gu+ "'

where Pn and Qn are as in (3.1). IteratinS (3.5) with n =

(3.4) rve get the required result.

Theorem 3.2. lf d = Q. (m = 1,2, 3, ...) then

[u' uq ; *l
zV:l IL.,d l

xl

l

LIrro

Gr+
(3.6)

[a,b;
,\U, I-'- 

1., d

where

Gn = (d + c + ax -bxq'*l) qn-l - b-l dcqj (q + l)

and

Hn = b-2 q-4 (cd - abxqn*2) (ilq) - bqn*r) (bqn*z - c).

Proof : Putting a to aq, b to bq, c to cq, x to x/q in (2.2) and multiply the

resulrins eouarion u,i('- l) (o - x)
-ra1ffi;puttingbtobq'ctocqandxtox/qin

(2.1) and multiply rhe resulting equrtion UyJ4;P#t* ; multiply (2.2) by'(d-aq)(l-a)

3$ ; multiply Q.a) by (1 - s)-r ; add all these resulting identities to get the

following :

(l - cl (d - bq) (d - a)
(l - b) (q - a1- zltz

= [a1t - (x/q)) + x(bq -d) + (ax -ce)] zVz

['ra, 
u ; ^al

1., d l

h:''.]
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*Wr*r[uo'6q';^/ql(l - .q) 
L.qr. o -j

(3.7)

Setting a to aq in (3.7) and applying [1.2] for each 2ty2 appearing in the resulting

equation and then setting abxq/c to A, b to B, bxq to C, d to D, c/b to X and

finally replacing A, B, C, D and X by a, b, c, d and x respectively we get

(rarql - u) (r - r.ruqr) ["' o 
' 
-l

(l_b) -r*rL..o 
l

= [t I - (c/bq2))(d/q)+1c/bq2)(bq-<1;+((ax/q-bx)] 2v2

r (l - bq) (cq - abxqr) .,,,. ['' 
ba2 : xl

, bqr _,_ 
L..a ]

[a, bq r xl

1.,. l
(3.8)

Now changing b to bqn in (3.8) and multiplying the resulting identity by qn u'e get

,,, - 
((d/q) - bqn) (q'- (c/bq))

YYn- 
(1 -bq^)

= c"*ft (3.e)

where Gn and Hn are as in (3.6).

the reciprocal we get (3.6).

Iterating (3.9) with n = 0, 1, 2,3, ... and taking

l-a' bqn*l ; x
zVz I

L.,d

Theorem 3.3.

[a, bq ; xl
:Vzl I

Ltq, d l--E;;1
,U,f, I I- -1.'d j

(3.10)

I

L-
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where

l" = {(dq) + (axlq) -cqrt -brq*, }

and

Il, = (x/q) (cqn - a) ((dq) - bq")

Proof : (3.10) follows easily from (3.3)

n = 1,2,3, ...

n = 1,2,3, ...

4. CONVERGENCE OF THE IIIAIN THEOREMS

It follows from the theorem 10. 1 of H.S. Wall [16] that the continued fraction
appearing in (3.1) converges uniformly in the region ladxq/(d+axq)21 < tlS anO

I q l. r Butlefthandsideof(3.1)converges iflcd/abl.l 
^ 1.1 and lql. l.

Therefore theorem 3.1 is valid in the region common to ladxql(d+axq)2l < tlS,

lcaraul. | ^ l. t ana I q | < l.

In the same way one can discuss the convergence of theorem 3.2 and 3.3.

5. SOME SPECIAL CASES

If we set d = g, c = 0, x = q/ab in theorem 3.1 or 3.2 or 3.3 and then letting

a-+- and b--+- we get Rogers-Ramanujan continued fraction identity :

39

; qr'*l
a /^\

n=0 19/n

=
-^l
lLl

,7n (q\

1 q _d_ _d_
l+l+l+1+...

It we set d = e, c = - cQ, x = xq/ab in theorem 3.1 and 3.2 andthen letting

a->- and b-+* we get respectively

L
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o nn(n+l) Xn

"?, EO,G
: qn2 xn

^!o (-<qL(o.
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t Y4 Xq-

=l+(l+cq)+(I+cq-)+

- 
I c+xo c+xq?

=(t:c)+ it -.)* (l -c)+

xo3

(l + cq3) +
(s.l)

(s.2)

These continued fractions are due to Ramanujan and can be found in his 'lost'

notebook [14]' In (5'1) or (5'2) if we set c= 0' x = x-2 q-r/2' then changing q to q?

and after some simplifications we get

- ^n(2n+l) 1-2n
S Y _..-
,2-o (q'|q')" = ^

- .2n2-n *-3n x +
S a-:------;-

^1 o (q';q")n

--q- -d- -d-x+x+x+"'

Intheorem 3'2or3'3putd=qthenb= l'c=0' x= xq/a andthen letting a

tO.@ we get

i (-x)nonr6*1Y'z = G;t; ##.*
n=0

If we set 61 = q and then a = -1"/a' b =c'c=-bq' x =-aqic in theorem 3'2 then

I '--ffiil- 1 No Nr

% = M'+M,+M2+"'
- ,.,n(n+r)/2 (-trla)" (a)n

4 " (_bq)" (q)"
n=0

where Mn = (1 -b + aqn*l) and Nn =b + trqn*l'

If we set61 =qandthenb = 1'a=q-l/3 'c={7t3 
andx = Ozr3 in *1ss1srn 3'3

and then changing q to q3 we get

+

Ietting c to € we get

*..**-L-
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ItKK.
l-q-' I z

l, * J'r+ l, * ...

where K'=q-2 1q3n-t - 1) (1 -q3')andJ"= t *q-2-o3n-s-q3n-l

If we setd -q and then b= 1, a = gu, s =qc ir theorem 3.3 and then lettingq to

I and replacin g x by zJa letting a to € we get

*of,

rln (c + i)1

whereK" =nr, l'^=z-c-n+ l and(c)1 =c(c+ 1) (c+ 2)...(c+k- l).

If we set a = Q-u, b = Qb, c = Q., d = q and x =- x in theorem 3.3 and then

letting q -+ I we get Euler's continued fraction :

; (-a)o (b + I )r. ,._ " ,*.L /^ , I \ /l-!\ \- ^,,? n (c +1)1 ft!)
b+l)x+

4t

(q2; q3) _
(q ; q3)

InK,K
" 

-l;- .J.+ J^+ J^+...ttJ

S (-a)r (b)r , -.r. 
- c - (a +

u =L o (c). 66r; 
t- ^"

(b+1)(a+c+l)x (b+2)(a+c+2)x
c + I - (a + b + 2)x + (c+2)-(a+ b+3)x + ...

where (a)1=a(a+ 1) (a+ 2) ...(a+k- l).

In theorem 3.2 if weput d = q and then b = 1, then change a to qa, c to qc+l and

then letting q to 1 and then changing x to x/q and further letting a to @ we get

€ _ xk -c Itrr Hr) 

-='
u?o (c+l)1 Gs+G,+G2+".

where
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Gn=2n+1+x-c

Hn=-(n+1)(n+1-c)

ard

(c + l)s = (c + l) (c +2) (c + 3) "' (c +k)'
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